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The recent LexThink.1 legal innovation event led Jobst Elster of InsideLegal.com
to consider the legal and market’s readiness for innovation, given that so far
most players have failed to accept and control disruptive changes and take
full advantage of the opportunities they present. He offers some practical
suggestions around embracing innovation.

Do you ever take a step back to reflect
on your life, be it a personal journey
or your professional career, and think,
“Why am I going so fast?” Or “How
do I get off this wild ride?” The fact of
the matter is that we are decreasingly
in control of our surroundings,
especially as they relate to the pace of
change, but increasingly expected to
process more information, make faster
decisions and collaborate uninhibitedly.
While consumers struggle with this,
organizations including law firms are
often paralyzed by the challenges
of streamlining, cost cutting, doing
more with less, and competing,
on an increasingly global scale, to
stay profitable. How many law firm
dissolutions, organizational restructuring
and right sizing have we witnessed over
the past five years alone versus examples
of ‘Phoenix Law’ rising out of the
ashes fuelled by innovation and market
disruption and motivated by change?
Awarding disruption
This reality inspired the ‘market
disruption’ theme for the 4th annual
LexThink.1 legal innovation event
produced by InsideLegal.com’s JoAnna
Forshee and LexThink CEO Matt
Homann, which serves as the opening
act of the annual ABA TECHSHOW
produced by the ABA Law Practice
Management Section.
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We challenged 11 speakers who had
six minutes and 20 auto-advancing
slides to deliver their inspiring and
passionate plea for market disruption
in the legal market. Lawyers were well
represented, with seven of the crowdsourced speakers being JDs, although
all except one had ceased practicing
law in lieu of legal entrepreneurial
endeavours. We spent two hours on a
cool Chicago evening in April taking in
the many facets of market disruption
making an impact on our profession
as well as disruptive concepts on the
horizon that could dramatically impact
the future. Some speakers delivered
pitches for online legal service delivery

‘For a group that
is notorious for
commanding control,
embracing innovation
and disruption seems
to be one area where
legal professionals
have lost control’
– Jobst Elster,
InsideLegal.com

models and why all law firms should
consider the likes of LegalZoom and
Rocket Lawyer as ‘game changing’;
some claimed the ‘end of the law office’
and the rise of virtual lawyering, while
others focused on the opportunities
and threats associated with big data,
in particular as it relates to big data
mining and discovery (finding ‘unknown
unknowns’) technologies.
While much of the post-event buzz
was positively electric and focused on
a further immersion into the disruption
and legal innovation themes, there was a
lingering doubt among some conference
goers about how much disruption the
legal market was actually undergoing
and which - if any - new innovations
would finally shake up the status quo.
I spent the remainder of TECHSHOW
week talking with conference exhibitors
and attending new technologies sessions
in the hope of finding the next best
disruptive thing. Then it hit me: are we
even ready for this and if we are not, are
we missing glaring opportunities with
existing innovations?
Innovate … Where? Why?
Let’s look at the root of the issue. There
is such ambivalence when it comes to
disruption, and particularly disruptive
change in the legal market. On one
hand we have shining examples of

forward thinking, innovation and
unfiltered market disruption – notably
Susskind, Talwar, Friedman, Alber and
Furlong and these thought leaders’
shaping of market trends; then there
are the award-winning strategy,
management and operational initiatives
implemented by Littler, Seyfarth Shaw,
White & Case, Foley & Lardner and
Bradford & Barthel; and the disruptive
legal technologies and innovations
driven by the likes of Apple, Microsoft,
IntApp, Clio, MyCase, Peppermint
Technology, Fastcase and NetDocuments
to name but a few.
On the other hand, report after report
and survey after survey tell us in no
uncertain terms that law firms are
not only slow to change, innovate,
and disrupt; they are often hell bent
on ignoring and avoiding change.
According to Altman Weil’s fifth
annual Law Firms in Transition Study,
96% of law firm leaders believe price
competition is a permanent reality, and
80% think non-hourly billing is here to
stay. In contrast, only 29% of leaders
report that their firms have significantly
changed their strategic approach
to pricing since the 2008 recession.
So what is the firm’s innovative and
disruptive response to these troubling
metrics? Discounts! The survey found
that larger law firms, with 250 or more
lawyers, discount upward of 30% of
overall legal fees. I agree with survey

author and Altman Weil principal Tom
Clay’s assessment that “discounting is
not a strategy” and that it undermines
value and hinders profitability.
This apparent gap between firms’
access to existing innovations and the
willingness and foresight to actually
experiment and try to change is truly
intriguing – and frustrating depending
on your perspective. The old idiom
‘you can lead a horse to water, but you
can’t make it drink’ comes to mind.
We have the ‘water’ – the innovation,
the new technology, the streamlined
legal service delivery models, the
alternative business structures, but we
are still dragging our feet and waiting
on others to dictate our pace of
change. For a group that is notorious
for commanding control, embracing
innovation and disruption seems to
be one area where legal professionals
have lost control.
Re-focus on existing innovation
How can we regain control and leverage
the immense innovations that are ours
to embrace and maximize to the fullest?
Here are a few practical tips:
Unplug – A recent Harvard Business
Review article about one CEO’s quest
to disconnect from all things digital for
a period of time got me thinking about
the power of re-charging the batteries
and wiping the slate clean before

tackling new projects. Just as this CEO’s
‘digital break’ deepened his recognition
that chunks of time away from digital
life are critical both to renewal and
to work itself, it is my firm belief that
stepping away for a break will do
nothing but get your more focused on
seeing the forest for the trees.
Become a historian – Before we
complain about a lack of innovation,
we might want to step back and
reflect about how much legal has
already embraced market disruption.
In order to get a better sense of what
LexThink.1 speakers associated with
market change, we asked them to
name the biggest market disruption
they had witnessed in legal. Answers
included much of what these days we
take for granted: the internet, email,
the cloud, the demise of paper, and
more recent innovations including
electronically stored information (ESI)
in e-Discovery; the emergence of the
virtual law practice; the potential of big
data analytics; and online legal services
companies – signifying the end of
traditional firm business models.
Get out – No matter what side of
the legal market table you are on,
vendor, law firm, corporate legal, or
technologist, you should have a keen
sense of your surroundings. How often
do you demo new products? Check
out competitors’ wares? Take full
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advantage of conference educational
sessions? Engage more than a handful
of vendors at a technology trade show?
And, truly understand what your clients
need from you? The point is that you’ll
be surprised how much is out there for
you to experiment with. The disruption
you have been clamouring for is yours
for the taking.
“Build it and they will come” – If it
worked for Kevin Costner in Field of
Dreams, it will also work for you. All
joking aside, every market disruption
begins with vision; a visionary who
takes risks and follows those creative

inner voices to try something new.
Don’t be afraid to fail while you are at
it and lead the way to new innovation
and discovery.

of us who use social media to monitor
activities, competitors, etc. without
actively participating in the online
conversation.

Join the conversation – If for whatever
reason you can’t get out, join the
social media chat. Our consumer
behaviours are forever more influencing
our professional interactions to the
extent that we expect the same level
of connectivity with our clients and
business partners as we do from our
friends and family. Afraid of becoming
overexposed or limited for time? Join
the millions of invisible users – those

Jobst Elster is the Head of Content and
Legal Market Strategy for InsideLegal.
com. He brings extensive experience
in market analysis, market research,
public relations and product marketing
to the legal industry. His clear view of
legal trending, market development
and market perception uniquely
positions him to advise companies,
legal associations and law firms as
they align their business strategies to
reflect market realities. He has served
as legal market strategist for the last
14 years advising companies entering
the legal market, involved in mergers &
acquisitions and expanding operations
overseas. Jobst can be reached at
elster@insidelegal.com.

‘You’ll be surprised how much is out there
for you to experiment with. The disruption
you have been clamouring for is yours for the
taking’ – Jobst Elster, InsideLegal.com
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